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We are pleased to welcome you to the “Summit on Applied 
Microbiology” after the successful completion of the series of 
Microbiology Congress. The congress is scheduled to take place 
in the beautiful city of London, UK, on June 28-29, 2021. This 
Microbiology 2021 conference will provide you with an 
exemplary research experience and huge ideas. 
The perspective of the Microbiology Conference is to set up 
transplant research to help people understand how treatment 
techniques have advanced and how the field has developed in 
recent years. 
Longdom proffers our immense pleasure and honour in 
extending you a warm invitation to attend Future Microbiology 
2021 on June 28-29, 2021 in London, UK. It is focusing on 
“Impact of Microbiology for a Better Future”, to enhance and 
explore knowledge among Microbiology community and to 
establish corporations and exchanging ideas. Providing the right 
stage to present stimulating Keynote talks, Plenary sessions, 
Discussion Panels, B2B Meetings, Poster symposia, Video 
Presentations and Workshop Future Microbiology 2021 
anticipates over 200 participants around the globe with path 
breaking subjects, discussions and presentations. This will be a 
splendid feasibility for the researchers, delegates and the 
students from Global Universities and Institutes to interact with 
the world class scientists, speakers, Analyst, practitioners and 
Industry Professionals. 
Future Microbiology conferences host presentations from 
experts across the world in the field of microbiology.These 
microbiology conferences create awareness and understanding 
of the work done by the scientists and professors working in the 
various fields of microbiology like bacteriology, which deals 
with study on bacteria and their types.Virology, which deals 
with the latest research on viruses, prions and other types of 
viruses and the drugs to competition 

against the infections and recent out-breaks of viruses like Ebola. 
Mycology, which deals with the current research on fungi- their 
physiology and genetics; parasitology which deals with the latest 
research and developments on parasites and their host 
interactions- beneficial and harmful; molecular microbiology is 
one of the core areas in the inter-disciplinary pitches of 
molecular biology and microbiology that deals with the microbes 
at their molecular level. Conferences also embrace poster 
presentations, Young Research Forum, pre- conference and 
conference workshops, International Meetings apart from the 
various speaker sessions. 

 
Our Mission 

To provide the best platform were various ideas can be shared 
and information can be discussed.To conduct conferences 
annually in each and every field of life science in various parts of 
the world to target maximum audiences.To conduct outstanding 
events with our hard work. To create some value worldwide . 
 
Contact: Laura Smith Program Manager 
Contact No: +3280075358 

WhatsApp No: +32466903213 

E-mail: microbiology@longdommeetings.org 
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